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Abstract
Different confidence intervals for the regression estimator are
investigated. One interval is exact under the assumption of multivariate
normal distributions. It gives longer intervals (hence better coverages)
than the interval based on a popular variance estimator. An interval due
to Hoberts (1970) is much too long. Jackknifing gives robust intervals.
The relationships with the difference and the ratio estimators are briefly
discussed. A Monte Carlo experiment, based on the Neter and Loebbecke
(19~5) populations, gives estimated coverages and lengths of the different
confidence intervals. Rules of thumb for practitioners are given.
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Sampling has become well accepted in suditing. In particular, we
consider the following practical situation (see Appendix 1 for a list of
major symbols). There is a population of book values (say) yi, and there
is a corresponding population of actual (true) values xi with i- 1,...,N.
For example, there are N stock keeping units (SKU's) which are shown in
the books to have values yi whereas their actual values are xi. The audi-
N
tor has to verify that the total book value ï yi does not deviate "too
1
N
much" from the total audit value F xi denoted by the symbol (say) 9. To
1
save time, the auditor takes a sample of size n, without replacement, from
the population ( of size N), and observes both the true value x. and the-~
book value yj (random variables are underlined), where j- 1,...,n. This
n
sample yields an estimator x- ï xj~n for the mean audit value (say) Nx -
- 1 -
N N
i xi~N - B~N. The estimator x is compared with the population mean ï yi~N.
1 - 1
N
The total book value F yi is accepted as a substitute for the total (un-
1
N
known) sudit value E xi - 9, if the 1-oc confidence interval [La,Ua] around
1
the sample average x"covers" the corresponding sample average y. In other
words, by definition we have
1-a - P(La 5 x 5 Ua) -
P(nLa S nx 5 nUa) (1.1)
2
N
So if La C i yi~N C Ua then the auditor does not reject the hypothesis
1
N N
H~ : 8(. E xi) - E yi.
1 1
The problem investigated in this paper is the construction of a confidence
interval that has indeed the correct probability 1-a. If the xj are Nor-
mally and Independently Distributed with (constant) mean ux and (constant)
variance oX - or xj ~ NID(ux,6X) - then elementary mathematical statistics
yields a 1-a confidence interval (see eq. 2.1). If, however, the xj are
skewly distributed (as they are in auditing; see table 2), then the clas-
sical interval has a coverage probability smaller than 1-~; see Kleijnen
(1987, pp. 18-23). Moreover (whether the xj are normally or not normally
distributed) the confidence interval may be too long for practical pur-
poses (see ~ 2). Then the 1-a confidence interval for the audit values can
be made much shorter by using information on the book values. This infor-
mation on the auxiliary variable (book values) leads to several estima-
tors: ratio, difference, and regression (or control) estimators. This
paper focusses on regression estimators, but does include brief references
to the other two estimators; see g 7. We shall study the following four 1-
a confidence intervals for the regression estimator, plus one clássical
interval:
(i) Use the normal distribution and a popular variance estimator, as
Kriens and Peterse (1986) did; see ~ 3.
(ii) Use the Student distribution and the Ordinary Least Squares variance
estimator which gives an optimal 1-~ confidence interval provided xj
and ~j are bivariate-normal; see Lavenberg et al. (1982); see g 5.
3
(iii) Use the Student distribution and jackknifing. Jackknifing is a very
general "trick" - see Miller (19~4) - which was applied to the ratio
estimator by Frost and Tamura (1982); see g 6.
(iv) Roberts (1978) proposed a special confidence interval procedure for
the regression estimator in auditing; see ~ 4.
(v) We also study the classical or crude procedure based on x. ~-~
NID(ux,6X); see ~ 2.
For these five approaches we use Monte Carlo simulation, based on the
Neter and Loebbecke (19~2) auditing populations (see ~ 9), in order to
estimate the (actual) coverages of the confidence intervals (wíth nominal
coverages of 1-a), and their lengths; see ~ 10. Our study yields guide-
lines for practitioners; see ~ 11.
2. The classical or crude estimator x
Elementary mathematical statistics proves that
P(x - t-na12)(1- N) ~ Sx 5 ux 5 x t tnai2)(1- N)~ n) - 1-a (2.1.a)
f
where tnai2) is the upper 1-(a~2) "quantile" of the Student statistic with
n-1 degrees of freedom, that is
~
P(tn-1 5 tn-1) - 1-a (2.1.b)
and x is the ( sample) average or crude estimator
4
(2.1.c)
and sX is the estimated standard deviation, that is, it is the square root
of the variance estimator
n n
F (X.-X)2 F x2
s2 - 1 -~ - 1 -~ - n -2
-x n-1 n-1 x(n-1) (2.1.d)
n ~and (1 - N) is the finite-population correction (which approaches one as
N approaches infinity).
NAs we mentioned in ~ 1, if the total book value i yi lies within
1
the 1-a confidence interval (2.1.a), then the auditor accepts the total
N N
book value ï yi as representing the unknown true value 8(- i x. - Nk ).1 1 1 x
NSuch a procedure involves the risk of erroneously accepting ï y.: so-
1 1
called type II error. This risk increases as the confidence interval's
length increases. To decrease this risk, auditors may work with estimators
more refined than the "crude" estimator x.l}
3. The regression estimator x(~)
nEstimators more efficient than the crude estimator x(- ï x.~n),
- 1 -~
also observe the corresponding book values in the sample, namely ~.. The
J
5
difference estimator or control-variate estimator corrects the crude esti-
mator x for the deviation between the estimator x and the known population
N
value uy - E yi~N:
1
X(Y) - X t ë(Ky-~).
Obviously, for any given constant ~, the estimator x(~) is an unbiased
estimator of xx.
(3.1)
It is well-known ( and simple to prove) that the variance of x(y)
is minimized by ~0 - cov(x,~)~var(~). The obvious estimator for y0 is
n n
cov(x,~) p(x,y)sX
vár(Y) - sy .
(3.2)
nwhere p denotes the estimated correlation. This ~ is identical to the
Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) estimator y in
n ~j
X - D t ~j ~, (3.3)
in other words, the estimator ~ can be based on a familiar numerical algo-
rithm, available on any computer. Substitution of the estimator ~ into
(3.1) results in the so-called regression estimator, a non-linear esti-
mator:
X(ï) - X ' Il(uy-x). (3.~)
6
'fhis estimator is no longer unbiased. Its variance can be estimated in
several ways; Deng and Wu ( 1987) prove that many popular variance esti-
mators underestimate the true variance. Kriens and Peterse (1986, p. 28)
use:
n - 2n (F xj~j - nxx)
s2{x(á)} -(n(n-1) ï x~ - nx2 - 1 n1 2 -2
1~~ -nx
(3.5)
In ~ 5 we shall see that this estimator is biased; it underestimates the
variance. If s denotes [s2{x(~)}]~ and z(a,2) is the 1-(a~2) quantile of
the standard normal z, then the 1-a confidence interval is
[x(~) - z(a,2)s, x(~) t z(a,2)s]. (3.6)
They conjecture - also see Baker and Copeland (1979) - that this confi-
dence interval gives correct coverage (1-a), if the following conditions
hold.
(i) The sample size n is at least 200.
(ii) The number of non-zero differences (xj~~j), say m, is at least 5X of
n, and at least 20.
(iií) There are both positive and negative differences, to be tested by
the sign statistic. (The sign test concerns HO : p- 0.50 where p-
P (x-~~0) - P(x-x50).)
Our study examines these conditions, as we shall see. Here we mention that
condition (ii) is the central issue of the following procedure.
4. The Roberts (19~8) procedure
Roberts (1978, pp. 90-91) proposes a confidence interval for the
- n
regression estimator x(y) which accounts for m, the number of non-zero
differences. Suppose the population has a low error percentage, that is,
most book values yi are identical to the corresponding audited values xi
with i- 1,...,N. Then m is small, with high probability. Roberts' proce-
dure uccounts for m. Unfortunately, his procedure is lengthy and difficult
to undecstand intuitively. Because our Monte Carlo experiment shows that
his procedure is completely inferior, we do not present his formulas in
the main text but move them to Appendix 2. Further, our Monte Carlo study
gave extremely long confidence intervals for Roberts' procedure; so we
changed the first step of his procedure (his factor PU(m) is an upper
bound for m~n; we replace PU(m) by m~n; for example, for m- 15 and n-
180 Roberts gives PU(m) - 0.13 whereas we use m~n - 0.08, so that in step
5 of the procedure a lower estimated standard deviation follows; also see
Appendix 2).
5. The Lavenberg et al. (1982) bivariate-normal model
Lavenberg et al. ( 1982) discuss situations with Q 2 1 auxiliary
or control variables ( instead of a single control variate as in our audit-
ing situation). In Appendix 3 we quote their text, and we give a transla-
tion into our symbols. However, it is simpler to apply their idea imme-
diately to the simple regression model (3.3).
Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) showed that we compute the estimate ~r for
- n
the regression estimator x(y), using OLS. (We note that the OLS criterion
8
results in a purely mathematical algorithm.) Now we replace the linear
model (3.3) by
E(XIy) - s t x~(y-~y) (5.1)
and assume that the distribution F(xIy) is normal with (constant) variance
c72 (in other words, the variance does not depend on y). Actually, it can
be proved that this model holds, if (but not only if) the pair (X.x) is
bivariate-normally distributed. Then the familiar OLS formulas give the







where the dash distinguishes this conditional estimator from the uncon-
ditioned estimator ~r in (3.2); further we have:
~~ - X t ~~(Ny-Y) ' x(éIY). (5.3)
We also know that 4, the estimator for the covariance matrix of the esti-
mated regression parameters, is:
4 - (W'W)-1 62, (5.4)
where W is the nx2 matrix of explanatory variables corresponding to (5.1):
9
1. Y1 - uy
W -
1, y -n uy
and á2 is the Mean Squared Residual:




Let vll denote the element (1,1) of ( W'W)-1; see (5.4). Then we have for
b' - E(~') - ECx(á~Y)~:
P[~' - t(~,2)(v ~2)~ 5 b' S ~' t t(a`'~2)(v á2)~~ - 1-a. (5.7)n-2 11- - n-2 11-
Since the right-hand side does not depend on y, it also holds uncondi-
tionally, that is, in the above equations we can make y random, as is the
case for the regression estimator x(~). So the point estimator of ux -~~N
is the OLS estimator ~ and its confidence interval follows from (5.7)
where we now make the suxiliary variable stochastic (x), so that ~' and ~'
become j~ and ~ s x(j~), and vll becomes vll'
It is easily proved that
10
~2 1 (x-~y)2 - 2 {L (X~-x)(x~-~)}2vll 6- n t n x F(x~-x) - - 2 X
F (y,-~)2 F (y~-y)
1 ~
X (n-2)-1 (5.8)
which may be compared to the variance estimator used by Kriens and Peterse
(1986); see eq. (3.5). This shows the following differences between the
confidence intervals of eqs. (3.6) and (5.~):
(i) Lavenberg et al. (1982) do not use the finite-population correction
(1-n~N)~ to compute the standard error. In our Monte Carlo experi-
ment this factor ranges between 0.9~5 (n - 200; N- 4033) and 0.994
(n - 100, N- 8309). This factor decreases Kriens and Peterse's
variance estimator and hence the coverage.
(ii) Lavenberg et al. use the denominator n-2, that is, the total number
of sample observations corrected for the number of regression para-
meters to be estimated. Kriens and Peterse use the denominator n-1,
that is, they correct only for the estimation of the mean u. Thisx
factor slightly decreases Kriens and Peterse's variance estimator:
{(n-1)~(n-2)}~ - 1.005 and 1.003 for n- 100 and 200 respectively.
Actually (by accident) we programmed Kriens and Peterse's estimator
using n-2 instead of n-1.
(iii) Lavenberg et al. use the factor (x-uy)2~~(~;-x)2 whose value depends
on the sample; anyhow this factor is positive (albeit small) and
increases the estimated variance. ( Note that E[(~-u )2~F(x,-~)2] b
Y ~- 2 2E[(~-uy) ]~E[F(~~-y) ] - var(y)~{var(~)(n-1)} - 1~{n(n-1)} which
approaches zero for large n. If y is normally distributed then
11
n
(x-uy)2,i (~j-~)2 - n2 Fl,n-1 so that its mean - see Wilks (1962,
p. 187) - is (n-1)~{(n-3)n2}.
(iv) Lavenberg et al. use tna~2) in (5.7) whereas Kriens and Peterse use
z(a~2) in (3.7). For a- 0.05 we use z(a~2) - 1.96, t98~2) - 1.9845
and ti982) - 1.972 ( the t values are computed by a SAS subroutine).
(v) Numerical inaccuracies differ if different computational procedures
are used. For example mathematically we have the identity:
i(xj-x)2 - i x~ - nx2. The second expression, however, gives a smal-
ler numerical accuracy. We programmed the equations exactly as for-
mulated by the authors.
Each of the first three factors increases Lavenberg et al.'s variance
estimator. The fourth factor also increases the confidence interval's
length and hence the coverage.
We note that the bivariate-normal model, which implies constant
variances, may be violated in suditing applications; see Beck (1980),
Frost and Tamura (1982) and ~ 9.1.
6. Jackknife
We first explain jackknifing in general; next we apply the jack-
knife to the regression estimator. Suppose we have a sample of size n for
the random variables zj (j - 1,...,n). This sample yields the estimator
(say) 8; for example, 8 denotes the sample average z. Next we delete vari-
able j and from the (n-1) remaining variables we compute the same estima-
n
tor J-j; for example, z-1 - E z ~(n-1). Obviously we have n estimators- - j1-2 -jl
12
9-1,...,8-n; for example z-1,...,z-n (- i z,~(n-1)). Now we define the
jn-1 jn
n pseudo-values (say) Jj:
Jj - nS - (n-1)8-j (j - 1,...,n). (6.1)
It can be proved that Jj has smaller bias than 8 possibly had. Moreover,
even if the variables zj are not normally distributed, the jackknife con-
fidence interval "often" holds (the interval is "robust"). This interval
is computed straightforwardly, treating the Jj as if they were normally
and independently distributed (also see eq. 2.1):
~J - 8~ (a,2))
1-a a P( s tn-1sJ~f
n





and sJ - ï(Jj-J)2~(n-1). See Miller (1974) and also
1 - -
(1987, p. 424).
Jackknifing the reAression estimator is now very simple. We had a
sample of n(independent) pairs (xj,xj) from which we computed the regres-
sion estimator x(~); see (3.4). Now we delete pair j(j - 1,...,n) and
from the remaining (n-1) pairs we again compute the regression estimator
(say) x(~-j); see Appendix 4. This yields the pseudo-values; see (6.1)
with 8- x(~) and 8-j - x(~-j). Finally (6.2) yields the 1-~ confidence
interval For ~x. Lavenberg et al. (1982) also examined the jackknifing
regression estimator, but not in an auditing situation.
n-1
i3
Deng and Wu (1987) prove that the jackknifed regression estimator
yields an overestimated variance: E(sJ) is too high ( they did not use an
auditing context). Frost and Tamura (1982) applied jackknifing to a
related estimator, namely the ratio estimator; also see the next section.
7. Related estimators: difference and ratio estimators
If the book values are identical to the audited values, then ~r -
1 and ~- 0 in (3.3) and the regression estimator reduces to the diffe-
rence estimator with coefficient one (see eq. 3.1):
n
E (x~-~~)
X(1) - x t(uy-y) - 1 n t uy - o t uy - Ny. (7.1)
Lavenberg et al. ( 1982) point out that estimation of the (opti-
mal) ~ in (3.1) reduces the variance reduction achieved by the regression
estimator. Therefore we might argue that it is better not to estimate the
exact optimal value, but to substitute y- 1 into (3.1). However, if É- 0
(and ~- 1) then it seems better to use another related estimator, namely
the ratio estimator (say) x :-r
(7.2)
Deng and Wu (1987, p. 68) state: "The ratio estimator is appropriate for
populations whose regression line passes close to the origin"; also see
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Beck (1980, p. 16). We further note that computation of a regression esti-
mator with ~- 0( and arbitrary ~) would be simple, because most software
makes it possible to force the regression equation to pass through the
origin.
If indeed the book values are (nearly) identical to the audited
values, then we do not need anything more efficient than the crude estima-
tor x. That estimator has the correct a error (assuming normality); even
though its confidence interval may be wide, we cannot make a S error since
the assumption was that the book values are correct. If the book values
may be Fraudulent, then we need a more efficient estimator. Then, however,
it is not sure that ~- 1 or ~- 0 in (3.3), in other words, we conjecture
that the difference and the rstio estimator are less efficient in situa-
tions where efficiency is most important?
Instead of relying on this prior knowledge about auditing appli-
cations, we might reason as follows. The regression estimator (including
the difference estimator) corrects for absolute deviations ( ~y-x), whereas
the ratio estimator corrects for relative deviations xy~y. Which estimator
is better? We might compute the estimated correlation coefficient between
x and x(saY) P1 - P(X,x) and between ~n x and ~n x(say) P2 -
p(~n x,~n y). If pl ~ p2 then we use the ratio estimator. (We might even
use both estimators and, applying the Bonferroni inequality, derive a
single confidence interval.) In our study, however, we investigate the
regression estimator only.
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We could have refined the regression estimator by introducing
Weií;hl,ed Least Squares (WLS) to estimate ~r. WLS, however, is more compli-
cate~í ttran OL.S, especially since we have to estimate the heterogeneous
variances. Beck (1980, pp. 19, 25) states that WLS and OLS are "very simi-
lar". Variances proportional to the book values are also discussed in
Frost and Tamura (1982).
8. Intermezzo: a half-way summary
To summarize so far, the crude estimator x may yield too wide a
1-a confidence interval, so that the risk of (erroneously) accepting a
false book value (NUy) is too high (see ~ 2). The regression estimator
x(y) has a smaller variance, if ~r is well chosen. The optimal ~r can be
estimated by the OLS algorithm. Unfortunately, an exact confidence inter-
val is unknown (~ 3), unless the pairs (xj,Yj) are bivariate-normal (~ 5).
Note that if the xj are not normal, then the crude estimator x
does not have an exact 1-a confidence interval either. Kleijnen et al.
(1986) found good coverage, if the crude estimator x is combined with a t
statistic modified such that the skewness of the distribution of x is
estimated.
Robust intervals can be based on jackknifing (~ 6). We also men-
tioned Roberts' procedure in case m(the number of non-zero differences
xj-~j) is sma11 (g 4).
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9. Monte Carlo input or experimental design
In this section we shall first describe the populations from
which we sample in our Monte Carlo experiment (see ~ 9.1). Next we shall
describe some other inputs to the Monte Carlo experiment (see ~ 9.2).
9.1. The Neter and Loebbecke (1975) populations
We use a set of realistic data developed by Neter and Loebbecke
(1975, pp. 11-32), also used in several other studies on statistical
auditing.2) The data are characterized by Frost and Tamura (1982, pp. 109-
111) as follows (square brackets denote our comments; three dots indicate
that we deleted some text in the original):
"...Their data set is based on four real-world accounting popula-
tions with a variety of error characteristics. For each account-
ing population five study populations with different error rates
are developed, yielding a total of twenty study populations [an
error rate of 30x means that 0.30N items are wrongly booked]...
Some of the key characteristics of the error distribution are
reported in table 1. Except for accounting population 2, the
error rates are 30, 10, 5, 1 and ~ percent. Accounting population
2 differs in that it has a ~0-percent error rate instead of the
30-percent rate. Column 3 of table 1 reports the total audit
value in thousands of dollars [8]. Columns 4 through ~ show the
mean, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis of the errors.
Accounting populations 1 and 2 have both positive and negative
~
Table 1
Characteristics of Error Distribution in Study Populations
9













1 3oX 380 -.09 4.1 -1.1 72.6 .86 .19 .291
1 10X 380 -.05 2.7 -1.8 186.1 .96 .23 .291
1 5X 379 .ol 1.9 6.2 466.1 .90 .32 .2911 1X 379 -.02 .9 -30.9 1442.6 .94 .47 .291
1 ~X 379 -.01 .5 -31.0 2287.3 -.40 .53 .291
2 7oX 3-565 -14.2 194.3 -1.5 41.3 .94 .08 .182
2 1oX 3.491 -.8 80.9 -1.4 360.2 1.11 .12 .182
2 5X 3.491 -.8 63.9 -7.4 748.8 1.48 .16 .1822 iX 3.486 .2 25.7 48.4 3267.7 .97 .37 .1822 }X 3.487 -.1 8.6 -9.7 912.0 .22 .34 .182
3 3~X 13.510 23.0 72.7 4.5 22.4 .28 .31 .361
3 1oX 13-623 6.9 39.6 8.4 82.4 .20 .30 .361
3 5X 13.648 3.4 27.0 12.1 176.1 .26 .30 .361
3 iX 13.666 .8 13.5 26.5 827.0 -.ol .36 .361
3 ~X 13.669 .4 9.7 42.0 2029.4 -.30 .38 .361
4 3oX 6.442 263.0 1529.7 9.9 113.8 1.92 .02 .208
4 1oX 7.237 65.9 662.9 19.6 471.5 1.83 .04 .208
4 5X 7.402 24.9 3~2.5 25.3 840.3 1.74 .06 .2084 1X 7.469 8.5 222.9 46.1 2448.6 1.60 .40 .208
4 }X 7.478 6.2 216.5 49.9 2751.5 1.44 .41 .208
` Reproduced from Frost and Tamura (1982, p. 110).
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errors. The mean error is close to zero for accounting population
1. Since all of the errors in accounting populations 3 and 4 are
overstatements, the mean errors for these populations are sub-
stantially greater than zero. The error distributions in all of
the study populations exhibit skewness and kurtosis. The extreme
nonnormality of the error distributions is clear from these para-
meters. By using the ratio of the standard deviation of the error
to the total audit value as a measure of the size of the error,
one can see that accounting population 4 has relatively large
errors and accounting populations 1 and 3 have relatively small
errors.
An important characteristic of the error distribution is the
relationship between its dispersion and the book value (i.e., the
degree of heteroscedasticity)...
Except for the }-percent error rates, ~ is close to one in ac-
counting populations 1 and 2, indicating that the variance of the
errors is approximately proportional to the book value... In
accounting population 3, ~ is close to zero, suggesting that the
errors are homoscedastic in this population. In accounting popu-
lation 4, ~ is greater than one, implying that the variance of
the errors increases more than proportionally to book value.
The last column reports the coefficient of variation of y for a




Neter-Loebbecke Populations of Account Book Values
Population 1 2 3 4
Total book value ~379,131 53,486,530 513,671,500 57.502.957
Mean 45.63 636 1,946 1,860
Standard deviation 132.61 1,156 7,022 3,865
Skewness 22.0 3.5 7.9 3.2
Kurtosis 906.4 15.2 78.1 11.4
Largest account 6,869.70 9,989 98,163 24,928.6
Smallest account .50 1.00 .10 .10
Error pattern small, moderate, small large
offsetting primarily overstatement overstatement
understate- (hetero-
ment scedastic)
" Reproduced from Beck (1980, p. 23).
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Beck (1980) characterizes, not the errors x-~, but the book
values y; see table 2 and Neter and Loebbecke (19~5). In the Monte Carlo
experiment different error rates create different audit values x., noti
different book values yi (i - 1,...,N).
Neter and Loebbecke (19~5) created some more populations by modi-
fying accounting population 1; that is, book values higher than ~ 95o are
not sampled but are investigated individually. We utilized such a modified
population, denoted by 1M (see the tables in the next section, ~ 10).
Obviously, the distribution of x is not Gaussian, especially
populations 1 and 1M are not (see table 2). We emphasize that a logarith-
mic transformation of x and ~ does not help; that is, log(x) and log(y)
are more normally distributed, but the 1-a confidence interval for
E{log(x)} does not yield a 1-a confidence interval for E(x) - 8'; see
Patterson (1966).
9.2. Other Monte Carlo inputs
We decided to study sample sizes equal to 200 (the minimum size
required by Kriens and Peterse, 1986) and 100. (Frost and Tamura. 1982,
study n- 50, 100, 200; Beck, 1980, p. 20, took n- 200, 600.)
Though the auditor samples without replacement, we sample with
replacement, because the latter procedure is simpler; both procedures are
equivalent from a practical viewpoint, the factor n~N being smaller than
21
0.05. We repeat this sampling 600 times (as Neter and Loebbecke, 1975,
also did; Beck (1980, p. 20) took only 300 replications).
The pseudorandom numbers are created by a multiplicative congru-
ential generator with multiplier 1313 and modulo 259, developed by NAG
(Numerical Algorithms Group, United Kingdom). We never reset the seed, so
that all results in the following tables are independent, except for re-
sults on the same line (the latter results are obtained by applying diffe-
rent estimators to the same sample data xj, xj).
10. Monte Carlo output
We are interested in the question whether the constructed "nomi-
N
nal" 1-a confidence interval indeed covers the true mean 8(- E xi)? The
1
Roberts (19~8) procedure requires a number of non-zero differences higher
than two (m~2) (he uses Student's t with m-2 degrees of freedom). There-
fore we do not compute a confidence interval if m 5 2. Let K denote the
number of iterations with m~ 2 or m- 0: if m- 0 then we do not reject
H0. (obviously 0 5 K 5 600; see ~ 9.2). Define
vk - 0, if the (1-a) confidence interval does not cover the true
mean;
- 1, else (k - 1,...,K). (10.1)
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Then the estimator for the coverage equals E vk~K. A perfect 1-a confi-
1 - -
dence interval has expected coverage equel to 1-~. A"conservative" inter-
val tias expected coverage higher than 1-a (the interval from zero to in-
finity is certainly conservative). Therefore we also estimate the expected
length of the nominal (1-a) confidence interval ( we again estimate this
length from K iterations).
We emphasize that we also compute a confidence interval in case
(nearly) all differences x~ - y~ have the same sign. If in practice one
does not compute a confidence interval in this case, then the coverages
will be higher than our estimated coverages.
Table 3 indicates that Roberts (1978) gives too high a coverage;
Table 5 shows that such a coverage implies a very long confidence inter-
val. An exception is population 4(large, overstatement; see table 2).
However, for population 4 the crude estimator behaves somewhat better than
Roberts' estimator; its confidence interval length remains ridiculous
(Table 5). Kriens and Peterse (1986) gives results very close to Lavenberg
et al. (1982), as we know (see ~ 5). Jackknifing gives coverages which in
general are closest to the nominal value 1-a (- 0.95); consequently its
confidence intervals are slightly longer than the intervals based on
Kriens and Peterse (1986) and Lavenberg et al. (1982); see tables 3 and 5.
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Table 3











1 0.5 .82 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
i i.o .84 .82 .83 .83 i.oo
1 5-0 -79 -95 .96 .99 i.0o
1 10.0 .79 .89 .90 .93 i.oo
1 30.0 .80 .87 .89 .94 i.oo
iM i.o .87 .84 .86 .84 1.00
1M 10.0 .88 .90 .91 .94 1.00
2 0.5 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
2 i.o .94 .96 .96 .96 1.00
2 5.0 .91 .85 .86 .87 .99
2 10.0 .90 .97 .98 .98 1.00
2 70.0 .92 .93 -93 .97 i.oo
3 0.5 .74 i.oo i.oo i.oo i.oo
3 1.0 .82 .91 .92 .92 i.o0
3 5-0 .83 -77 .78 .78 .94
3 10.0 .83 .78 .79 .79 .96
3 30-0 .83 -89 .90 .9o i.oo
4 0.5 .92 .75 -75 .75 .83
4 i.o .86 .86 .87 .86 .98
4 5-0 .93 -59 .60 .60 .88
iF 10.0 .93 .60 .61 .62 .84
4 30.0 .91 .71 .71 .75 .97
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Table 4











1 0.5 .85 .84 1.00 .84 1.00
1 1.0 .87 .76 .76 .78 i.oo
1 5.0 .84 .95 .96 .98 1.00
1 10.0 .82 .91 .92 .95 1.00
1 30.0 .85 .89 .89 .95 1.00
iM i.o .89 .80 .81 .83 1.00
iM 10.0 .89 .90 .91 .94 1.00
2 0.5 .90 .96 .96 .96 1.00
2 1.0 .94 .84 .84 .85 1.00
2 5.0 .94 .91 .91 .92 .99
2 10.0 .95 .96 .96 .97 1.00
2 70.0 .94 .94 .95 .96 1.00
3 0.5 .90 .92 .92 .92 .96
3 1.0 .88 .87 .87 .87 .98
3 5.0 .87 .81 .82 .81 .97
3 10.0 . 88 .88 .89 .89 1.00
3 30.0 .87 .91 .92 .91 1.00
4 0.5 .91 .83 .83 .83 .95
4 1.0 .92 .74 .74 .73 .99
4 5.0 .93 .66 .66 .66 .90
4 10.0 .94 .68 .69 .69 .95
4 30.0 .93 .81 .82 .84 i.o0
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Table 5
Average Lengths of Estimated Confidence Intervals for













i o.5 385,014 5,216 5,382 5,171 47,793
1 i.0 344,054 3,103 3.192 3,258 29,583
1 5.0 322,973 4,489 4,649 5,073 20,973
i 10.0 323.408 6,359 6,566 7,146 25,720
1 30.0 316,749 11,157 11,518 13,666 69,533
1M 1.0 220,380 2,506 2,583 2,500 25,443
iM 10.0 221.487 6,520 6,694 7,018 26,814
2 0.5 2,609.349 27.045 27.820 27,971 293.793
2 i.0 2,407,226 64,187 65,876 67.011 538.035
2 5.0 2,421,411 92,994 95.691 99,053 402,242
2 10.0 2,372,514 134,004 137,886 143.257 519.596
2 70.0 2,246,366 385,345 393,153 419.726 3,349.842
3 0.5 15,903,616 74,486 78,292 73,780 796,787
3 1.0 16,538,144 51.580 53.305 51.697 469,808
3 5.0 17,063.743 61,549 63,945 62,816 275,057
3 10.0 17,187.754 95,804 99.289 97.183 372,218
3 30.0 17,399.247 190,494 197,935 194,150 1,141,977
4 0.5 6,269,035 616,578 637,667 690,923 4,605.579
4 i.o 6,oi4,548 292.392 301,264 323.596 2,590,072
4 5.0 5.947,289 301,399 310,874 321,243 1,306,091
4 10.0 5,861,363 659,940 680,019 741,663 2,658,419
4 30.0 5.483.599 1.751,350 1,806,252 2,095,786 11,340.530
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Table 6
Average Lengths of Estimated Confidence Intervals for













i o.5 247,170 1,820 1,863 1,830 15,933
i i.o 248,220 1,798 1,839 2,142 13,764
1 5.0 249,854 3,160 3,240 3,843 12,587
1 10.0 252,109 5,365 5,496 6,282 26,925
1 30.0 254,837 8,434 8,631 10,020 69,976
1M i.o 157.253 1,741 1,779 1,844 13,604
iM 10.0 155,802 4,952 5,062 5,474 z4,943
2 0.5 1.677.792 14,813 15,227 15,229 142,200
z i.o 1,720,641 29,969 30,798 31,170 2i9.296
2 5.0 1,700,385 64,956 66,749 69.549 250,z19
2 10.0 1,714,079 97.261 99.958 100,663 473,182
2 70.0 1,723,094 279,665 287,410 297.538 3.381,306
3 0.5 12,881,632 22,866 23,466 23,149 204,671
3 i.o 12,896,835 26,616 27,z93 26,962 187,005
3 5.0 12,794,730 47,908 49,120 48,939 185,280
3 10.0 12,915,863 71,144 72,985 72,585 348,140
3 30.0 12,934,154 135.938 139.522 138,96z 1,129.575
4 0.5 4,191,663 z93,850 303.970 327,210 2,809,476
4 i.o 4,168,212 170,819 176,749 178,540 1,194,441
4 5.0 4,143,232 229,127 237,124 z44,343 896,081
4 10.0 4,135.537 561,415 580,908 608,948 2,813,090
4 30.0 3,886,359 1,414,353 1,463.387 1,573.497 12,459.839
Comparing tables 3 and 4 shows the effects of increasing the sam-
ple size (n) from 100 to 200. The crude estimator x gives higher estimated
coverages; the lengths of its confidence intervals clearly decrease (table
5 versus table 6); its intervals remain much longer than the other estima-
tors' intervals (table 6). Roberts (1978) remains too conservative. Kriens
and Peterse (1986) - and hence Lavenberg et al. (1982) - and jackknifing
result in coverages that do not clearly benefit from sample size increase;
these methods do clearly result in shorter confidence intervals as n in-
creases; compare tables 5 and 6.
We saw (below eq. 3.7) that Kriens and Peterse (1986) conjecture
that the normal approximation holds, if the number of non-zero differences
is at least 20 (m Z 20) (and if some more conditions hold). Therefore we
also stratify the Monte Carlo results on m; see Tables ~ and 8. Note that
the lust column aggregates the preceding two columns. Moreover we aggre-
gate the five error percentages per population; for population 1M we ag-
gregate over two error percentages (so the maximum number of observations
per stratum is 5 x 600). Let Ks denote the number of Monte Carlo observa-
tions in stratum s(s - 1,2,3,4). An asterisk (M) means that the estimated
coverage in the stratum is not significantly different from the nominal
1-a - 0.95; this difference is tested at a' - 0.05; unfortunately, a small
number of observations Ks tends to create an asterisk (small power of
test). We do not display the results for Lavenberg et al. (1982) because
these results are very similar to Kriens and Peterse (1986).
Table ~ suggests that condition (ii) of Kriens and Peterse (1986)
is too strong; their method also gives good results for 15 5 m 5 20.
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Table 7
Estimated Coverages after Stratification on Number of Non-zero
Differences m, for Sample Size n- 100
POPULATION 1 5 C m 5 10 10 C m 5 15 15 C m 5 20 10 C m 5 20
(number of obs.) (585) (243) (42) (285)
Crude x 0.7624 0.8148 0.8095 0.8140
Kriens 8~ Peterse 0.9111 0.9136 0.9524" 0.91937ackknifing 0.9521" 0.9506" 0.9762" 0.9544"
Roberts 1 1 1 " 1
POPULATION 1M 5 C m 5 10 10 C m 5 15 15 C m S 20 10 C m 5 2U
(333) (212) (24) (236)
Crude x 0.8438 0.9198 0.8750" 0.9153
Kriens 8~ Peterse 0.9009 0.9104 0.9167" 0.9110Jackknifing 0.9309" 0.9528" 0.9583" 0.9534"
Roberts 1 1 1 " 1
POPULATION 2 5 C m S 10 10 C m S 15 15 C m 5 20 10 C m s 20(561) (240) (31) (271)
Crude ic 0.9144 0.8833 0.9355" 0.8843Kriens 8~ Peterse 0.9590" 0.9917 0.9677" 0.9890Jackknifing 0.9697 1 0.9677" 0.9960
Roberts 0.9982 1 1 " 1
POPULATION 3 5 C m S 10 10 C m 5 15 15 C m 5 20 10 C m 5 20
(559) (244) (34) (278)
Crude z 0.8318 0.8279 0.9706" 0.8454Kriens 8~ Peterse 0.7746 0.9344" 0.9118" 0.9316"
Jackknifing 0.7818 0.9426" 0.9118" 0.9496"Roberts 0.9678" 0.9918 1 " 0.9928
POPULATION 4 5 C m 5 10 10 C m 5 15 15 C m 5 20 10 C m 5 20
(572) (235) (22) (257)
Crude x 0.9283 0.9362" 0.7727 0.9222
Kriens 8~ Peterse 0.6329 0.7617 0.8182 0.7665Jackknifíng 0.6469 0.7745 0.8636" 0.7821Roberts 0.8549 0.9489" 0.9091" 0.9455"
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Table 8
Estimated Coverages after Stratification on Number of Non-zero
Differences m, for Sample Size n- 200
POPULATION 1 5( m 5 10 10 ( m 5 15 15 ( m 5 20 10 C m 5 20(number of obs.) (333) (308) (252) (560)
Crude z 0.8198 0.8377 0.8333 0.8357Kriens 8~ Peterse 0.9459" 0.9156 0.9206 0.9174
Jackknifing 0.9760 0.9675" 0.9286" 0.9500"
Roberts 1 1 1 1
POPULATION 1M 5 C m 5 10 10 ~ m 5 15 15 ( m 5 20 10 C m 5 20
(27) (78) (254) (332)
Crude z 0.8889" 0.8462 0.9095 0.8946Kriens 8~ Peterse 0.9630" 0.8333 0.9016 0.8855
Jackknifing 0.9630" 0.8718 0.9330" 0.8946
Roberts 1 " 1 1 1
POPULATION 2 5~ m 5 10 10 ~ m 5 15 15 ~ m 5 20 10 ( m 5 20
(343) (314) (281) (595)
Crude z 0.9475" 0.9395" 0.9431" 0.9412"
Kriens 8~ Peterse 0.8921 0.9650" 0.9573" 0.9614"
Jackknifing 0.9038 0.9745 0.9715" 0.9731Roberts 0.9942 1 1 1
POPULATION 3 5~ m 5 10 10 ( m 5 15 15 ( m 5 20 10 ( m 5 20
(319) (317) (281) (598)
Crude X 0.8652 0.8738 0.8790 0.8762
Kriens 8~ Peterse 0.7712 0.8580 0.8968 0.8762
Jackknifing 0.7743 0.8644 0.9004 0.8798Roberts 0.9687" 0.9969 1 0.9984
POPULATION 4 5( m S 10 10 ~ m 5 15 15 C m 5 20 10 ~ m 5 20
(322) (304) (286) (59~)
Crude X 0.9348" 0.9016 0.9467" 0.9322
Kriens ~ Peterse 0.5807 0.7237 0,6748 0.7000
Jackknifing 0.5807 0.7237 0.6783 0.7017
Roberts 0.8758 0.9375" 0.9441" 0.9409"
Table 8 compared to Table ~, shows that as the sample size (n)
increases, the number of non-zero differences (m) increases too, which is
obvious.
11. Conclusions
Monte Carlo studies are often based on arbitrary experimental
designs. In audit sampling, however, Neter and Loebbecke (19~5)'s popula-
tions are accepted as representative.
The question we addressed, is "may the auditor accept the total
N N
book value (i yi) as a correct figure for the total audit value (F x.)?"1 1 1
To save time the suditor starts with a sample (of size n) and observes
both the book values xj and the corresponding sudit values x. (j --~
1,...,n). Some preliminary conditions on these n pairs (xj,~j) are:
(i) If "nearly" all differences xj-xj have the same sign, then the book-
keeping systematically overestimates or underestimates the true
values, and the auditor will not simply accept the book values as a
substitute for the audit values; he will follow up with additional
audit procedures to find out whether there are acceptable reasons for
this phenomenon. Kriens and Peterse (1986, p. 30) use the si~n sta-
tistic to test if P(xj)Yj) - P(xjsxj) - 0.5; we recommend such a
test.
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(ii) If all book values in the sample are e ual to the audit values (di :
xi - yi), then the auditor needs no mathematical statistics to con-
clude that the books are extremely accurate and to accept the book
values y..i
If these two preliminary conditions are not met, then a 1-a confidence
interval for the audit value is needed.
The literature gives several point estimators and confidence in-
tervals. Roberts (1970) gave a complicated procedure which, however, per-
forms very poorly, according to our Monte Carlo results. Frost and Tamura
(1982) investigated the ratio estimator, possibly combined with jack-
ki~ifing, but they found several extremely low coverages such as 1-á -
0.30. Beck (1980) examined regression estimators without jackknifing; our
study indicates that jackknifing the regression estimators yields a more
robust estimator (also see below).
The crude estimator x does not yield better coverage than the
various regression estimators do, except for populaton 4; then, however,
the crude estimator gives confidence intervals so long that they are of no
practical value. The regression estimators drastically reduce confidence
interval lengths. The rule of thumb in Kriens and Peterse (1986), namely
m z 20, can be relaxed, namely m z 15.
Practitioners want simple guidelines.We give the following rules
of thumb-
(i) Tt~e use of auxiliary information, namely the book values y. (i -i
1,...,N) and their sampled values yj (j - 1,...,n), yields a much
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shorter 1-a confidence interval than the crude estimator x does.
(The t statistic modified to account for skewness gives better cove-
rage than the crude estimator does, but it presumably still gives
long intervals compared to estimators based on auxiliary informa-
tion.)
(ii) Estimators using auxiliary information, are the ratio, the diffe-
rence, and the regression estimators. Their relative performances
differ. Good relative performance is necessary, especially if the
bookkeeping shows systematic error: the intercept ó is not equal to
zero or the slope ~ is not equal to one. Then regression estimators
have the best relative performance.
(iii) Jackknifing improves the coverage of the regression estimator; yet
that coverage is not acceptable if the error percentages are too low
or the error distributions are too skew. Fortunately the sample
(x,y) gives a clear warning. If the error distribution is skew then
most errors have the same sign and the suditor will proceed to addi-
tional audit procedures not based on sampling. If there are only a
few non-zero differences, then the auditor may accept the book
value. In all other situations the auditor uses the jackknifed re-
gression estimator.
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Appendix 1: List of mafor symbols
a : probability of type I error
g : probability of type II error
y : slope of regression estimator
b : intercept of regression estimator
ux : mean audit value (- 9~N - 8')
N
Ky : mean book value (ï yi~N)
1
p : correlation coefficient
6 : standard deviation
N
8 : total audit value (F xi)
1
N











: index in population (i - 1,...,N)
: index in sample (j - 1,...,n)
: pseudo-value in jackknifing
: lower bound of 1-a confidence interval
: number of non-zero differences in sample
: sample size
: population size
: 1-a quantile of Student statistic t with v degrees of freedom
: audit (true) value
n
x : crude estimator (i x~~n)
- 1 -
- nx(y) : regression estimator
x(y) : difference estimator
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x : ratio estimator-r
x : book value
z(a) : 1-a quantile of distribution of standard normal z
Ua : upper bound of 1-a confidence interval
W : matrix of explanatory variables
vll : element (1,1) of (WW')-1
v : binary variable to estimate coverage
Appendix 2: The Roberts (19~8) procedure














He proposes the following procedure:
"Evaluating Results. The estimated audited amount using regression
estimation is
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XG - Nx t b(Y-Ny),
where b is the estimated regression coefficient based on the en-
tire sample.
The achieved precision of the regression estimate of the total
audited amount is calculated as follows:
NU S
AG - R G ~
f
where SG is the estimated standard deviation of the regression
population.
... the estimated standard deviation (S~) may underestimate the
population standard deviation when only a few differences are
observed. ... The following procedure may be used to obtain an
estimate of the standard deviation of the regression population in
cases where the auditor feels the proportion of differences in the
sample may be smaller than the proportion of differences in the
population.
1. From a binomial (or Poisson) table determine the achieved upper
precision limit for the proportion of differences based upon
the observed number of differences (m), the sample size (n),
and a desired one-sided reliability (R1). Label this number
Pu(m).
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2. Calculate the mean difference for only the sample units con-
Y.aining non-zero differences, as follows:
F d.
á - -~.m m
3. Calculate the estimated standard deviation for the non-zero
population difference as follows:
SD(m)
i d~ - mdID
m-1 '
4. Calculate the quantity
- 21 (ï d~y~ - mdmyn) - n-1 (b-1)252,n-2 ~ y2 - ny2 (n-2) Y
~
where yn is the average recorded amount for the entire sample. [In
the denominator a misprint occurs: y should be y.]n
5. Determine the estimated standard deviation of the regressioii
population as follows:
6~ - PU(m)SD(m) t PUÍ m)(1-PU(m))dm - (n-2) (b-1)2SY.
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In addition, when computing the achieved precision (AG), use the
reliability factor from the Student's t-table wíth (m-2) degrees
of freedom instead of te UR based on the normal tables."
Appendix 3: The Lavenberg et al. (1982) miodel
Lavenberg et al. (i982. PP. 183-185) consider the following situa-
Liun. Suppose we simulate a queuing system with Q~ 1 service stations,
each s~rver with its own mean service time uq (q - 1,...,Q). The simula-
tion samples the actual service times from the Q service time distribu-
tions which results in the average service times cq. The simulation run
tia5 as out:put y(for example, ~ denotes average waiting time at the end of
t.he simulcit.ion run). Then they proceed as Follows.
"Consider a single run of s simulation and let yt be an unknown
quantity to be estimated. Let Y be an unbiased estimator of k,
generated from the simulation run. A random variable C, also gene-
rated from the simulation run, is a control variable if its expec-
tation is known and if it is correlated with Y. Let C be a column
vector of Q such control variables with elements Cq : q- 1,...,Q.
Let KC be the expectation of C, and uq the expectation of Cq : q-
1,...,Q. Then for any column vector of constant coefficients, a,
the estimator Y(a) - Y- a'(C-uC) is an unbiased estimator of u.
The vector a which minimizes the variance of Y(a) is given by...
(1)
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where iC is the covariance matrix of C and aYC is a row vector
given by 6YC - (Cov[Y,C1],...,Cov[Y,CQ]). ...
We let K be the number of independent replications and we let Yk
be the value of the estimator Y, Ck be the value of C and Cqk be
the value of Cq on the k-th replication. ...
We assume Y and C1,...,CQ to have a multivariate normal distribu-
tion. (As noted below, this assumption can be generalized some-
what.) The estimators and control variables we consider ... are
sample means. Hence, the multivariate normal assumption is a
reasonable one. ... Then the conditional distribution of Y given
C- c, i.e., Cq - cq, q- 1,...,Q is univariate normal with expec-
tation
ELYIC - c] - u t a'(c-uc).
where a is given by (1)...
Hence conditional on Ck - ck, k- 1,...,K, we have a classical
regression problem with Y - X'p . e, Y' - (Y1 ""'YK)' s -~aJ and
~ 1 cll - kl ... cQl - uQ 1 l
X' -
where e is a vector of independent, normally distributed random
variables with mean zero and common variance Q2 ... Now let the
least squared estimators of u and a be N1 and ál. Then
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Var[N1] - slla2 (q)
where sll is the upper leftmost element of (XX')-1. From regres-
sion theory an unbiased estimator of 62 is
02 - (Fk-1 Yk - Ek-1(N1}al(Ck-uC))2}~(K-Q-1). (5)
Finally, conditional on Ck - ck, k- 1,...,K, we can generate a
confidence interval and we have
Prob(ul - s11atK-Q-1(1-b~2) 5 K
5 ~1 } s116tK-Q-1(1-b~2)} - 1-b (6)
where tn(x) is the 100 x-th percentile of the t-distribution with
n degrees of freedom. Since the right hand side of (6) is a con-
stant this confidence statement holds unconditionally. Further
since least squares estimates are unbiased, by a parallel argu-
ment, ul is unconditionally unbiased. ...
The above confidence interval can be derived under the more gene-
ral conditions that the conditional distribution of Y given C- c
is univariate normal with an expectation d f e'c - u t a'(c-uc)
and ~2 -[62] from which the above results follow."
The main problem when applying Lavenberg et al. ( 1982)'s results
is the difference in notation. Therefore we give the following "transla-
tion":
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I.tlvenberg et al.'s symbols
u: quantity to be estimated
Y: unbiased estimator of u(- E(Y))
C: vector of Q auxiliary variables
kc . E(C)
Y(a) - Y - a'(C-KC) : regression
estimator
Fc : covariance matrix of C
6YC : row vector with cov(Y,Cq)
(q - 1,....Q)
~- 6YC EC1 : optimal value of a
K : number of independent
replications (observations)
E(YIC-c) - u t a'(c-u )c
Y- X'~8 t E with ~' -(u,a)
r 1 cll - ul ... cQl - NQ
x' -
l 1 c1K - N1 ... c~ - uQ
e ~ NID(O,a2)
nul : OLS estimator of u
[the intercept]
vur(ul) - s1162 where








E(icl~-Y) - Kx t ë(x-uy)
x- w'r t E- r' -(s,~)
1 yl - uy ,
w' -
1 yn - xy
~-X-~(~7-~.ly) -X(Y)
var(x(~r)) - v1162 where




62- (1 Yk - i(ultal(~k-NC)2}I(K-Q-1)
P(ul-sil á tK~Q21 s y, s
..t .. ) - 1-a
[we replace b by a]
a2 - (i(x~ - i(~;7f(Yj-uy)2}I(n-2)
P(x(~) - ~ á tna22)
S 8' S .. ) - 1-a
Appendix 4: Jackknifed regression estimators
We eliminate the jth pair (xj,xj) where j- 1,...,n. Analogous to
(3.4) we compute
x(ó-j) - x-j t ë-j(uy-y-j) (j - 1....,n) (A4.1)
where
x , - E x:,I(n-1)




nand where ~-j is computed from the n-1 pairs ( xj „yj,). Obviously we have
the point estimator J:
n




2s1) The auditor may also increase the sample size n so that vár(x) - -x- nn(1 - N) has a smaller expected value (and a smaller variance); moreover
tnai2) decreases. The auditor may also increase a so that tnai2) de-
creases, but then 1-a decreases or the type I error increases (while
the type II error decreases). The main text shows more refined estima-
tors which decrease the type II error while the type I error remains
unchanged.
2) These data are available on magnetic tape from dr. John Neter, Profes-
sor of Management Sciences and Statistics, Department of' M~inagement
Sciences and Information Technology, College of Business Administra-
tion, The University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia 30602 (phone 404-542-
3585).
3) Obviously a' does not need to be identical to o~. To test 1-á we use the
variable v of (10.1) which is binomial, conditional on the number of
observations in stratum s(say) Ks; that is, if HÓ : E(á) - a then
var(1-~) - a(1-a)~Ks. The binomial distribution's critical value is
approximated by the normal quantile z(~ ~2) where a' is the type I
error rate when testing HÓ (we used the symbol HO in eq. 1.2 and tested
HO with type 1 rate a).
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